ABSTRACT It is shown that those solutions of the statistical equilibrium equations given by Giovanelli and Jefferies (1954) and Athay (1960) are particular algebraic forms of a general solution given by Rosseland (1926). It is then shown that the steady-state population of the energy states of the general w-level atom is a function of the product of the mean lifetime (which describes the transitions out of the state) and an algebraic cofactor (which describes the transitions into the state). We find that these cofactors can be interpreted as the probability of transition between two states by all non-redundant transition sequences. These transitions contain the interlocking transitions which need to be considered in the general solution. The frequency-independent source function for the jk transition in the general «-level atom is derived directly; and we find that it can be written in a general form which contains, as special cases, forms very similar to those used by Thomas (1957) , Jefferies (1958), Athay, (1960) Athay (1961), Johnson (I960), and Jefferies (1960) . Furthermore, we find that a specification of the linearized, frequency-independent source function with the cofactors taken as parameters permits us to write the source function in essentially the same form for all lines of a given spectral series.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider an %-level atom where the nth level is taken as the continuum and is denoted by the index c. We also consider a gaseous ensemble in a statistically steady state where the number of these atoms leaving a state j equals the number entering that state in any given interval of time. We define: fij = Number of atoms per cm 3 in atomic state j; Pjk = Total number of direct transitions, j to k, per second per atom in state j;
Pjj -^y^jPjh > k=l
Ajk and Bj k = Einstein spontaneous transition and absorption (or stimulated emission) probabilities per second defined for intensities; Cjk = Number of collisionally excited transitions, j to k, per second per atom in state j; pik = Pjk/Pjj = Probability of the direct transition j to k; I v = Mean radiaton intensity = J7"(fco/47r; </>" = Normalized absorption coefficient.
Thus the statistical equilibrium equations take the form:
These w-equations are not independent, since any one equation can be obtained from the sum of the remaining n -\ equations; consequently, there is an inherent degeneracy in the forms of the solution. For example, Giovanelli and Jefferies (1954) and Athay (1960) give two forms of the general determinantal solution of equations (1) for a fourlevel atom. These two solutions appear in quite different algebraic forms, and it is this difference that provoked the following inquiry into the possible forms of the solution.
The primary objective of this discussion is to examine the possible forms of the solution and to determine which form is the most convenient for the specification and interpretation of the source function for a spectral line. The electron temperature, T ej the electron density, n e , and the total number of atoms, n t , will be taken as parameters in the solution. Also, the discussion will be limited to the case of an atom and its next higher stage of ionization.
II. A GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE STATISTICAL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS a) A General Solution
The previously published forms of the solution of the statistical equilibrium equations are particular algebraic forms of a general solution. Rosseland (1926) gives the general solution of equations (1) in the form nj = \mP jm , w = 1, 2, . . . , w , (2) where P jm is the cofactor of the element Pj m in the matrix of coefficients of equations (1). The constant, A m , is an arbitrary constant which is not determined by the statistical equilibrium equations alone. Rosseland (1936) evaluates this constant by requiring conservation of particles, i.e., by summing equation (2) over the subscript^*, he obtains ^total The numerator of the right-hand side of equation (3) is seen to be the total number of particles per cm 3 in the two stages of ionization concerned. The matrix of coefficients of equations (1) has the property that the cofactors of all elements in a column are equal, i.e., in equation (2) the value of P 3m is independent of m. This statement is proved by using the fact that the determinant of the coefficients of equations (1) must vanish, -Py^+¿Py*P* = 0, (4) k=l ky£j and the definition of Pjj (which is equivalent to stating that the sum of elements in any one column of the matrix of coefficients must vanish). By substituting Pjj in equation (4), we obtain ¿Py*(P*-P") =0. (S) k=l k^j Since the total rates are linearly independent, equation (5) is satisfied only if each term vanishes identically, i.e., if the cofactors of elements in the Jth column are equal. An immediate consequence of this equality is that the constants, A m , are equal for all values of m. Another is that the general solution (2) apparently can be written in n different forms, each of which seems to display the rates in a different manner. The differences
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in the forms lie in the grouping of the terms arising from the expansion of the different cofactors.
Using the general solution (2), we can now write the ordinary determinantal solutions in the form n k P kc *
The population ratio stated by Giovanelli and Jefferies (1954) and Jefferies (1960) is given by the following combination of cofactors :
The population ratios stated by Athay (1960) are given by
The solutions given by Seaton (1959) in his treatment of recombination and cascade in hydrogen can likewise be given in terms of cofactors.
b) Lifetime Cofactor Formulation
In view of the equality of the cofactors, the pertinent question is: How does one readily determine which rates physically control the populations when the solution of the equations can be written in so many different forms? The objective of this section is to present a formulation in which the algebraic quantities can be given a physical interpretation that will help to clarify the meaning of the equivalent forms of the solution.
It is convenient to rewrite the coefficients in equations (1) in terms of the total transition probabilities introduced by Giovanelli and Jefferies (1954) . This is accomplished by multiplying and dividing each term, %Py w , in each equation by the diagonal element, Pyy, and by taking the unknowns to be n jP an, Ti
where ry is the mean lifetime in the jth state. The matrix of coefficients of equations (1) becomes a total transition probability matrix in which the off-diagonal elements can have values only from 0 to 1. Using the general solution (2), we obtain the solution for the population of the Jth level in the form tij = titot&i ~ ^ totaler/ (w = 1, 2, . . . j fl)j (10)
where wj is the fraction of the total number of atoms in the state j or, in other words, the occupation probability for state j. Considering in detail the quantities which enter solution (10), we see that the lifetime, Tj, characterizes the rates of transitions out of level j. Furthermore, the physical significance of the lifetime and the reciprocal lifetime is quite clear.
The physical significance of the cofactors of the elements in the total probability matrix is more difficult because of the many possible algebraic forms which are obtained by taking different values of the index m in equation (10). The algebraic forms fall 88 O. R. WHITE into two distinct groups-the cofactors of the off-diagonal elements and the cofactors of the diagonal elements. One can demonstrate that each term in the cofactors can be arranged such that it is the probability of a cyclic transition sequence (cf. Jefferies 1960) . This property is shown in the following example of the cofactor of an off-diagonal element, p jk , in the total transition probability matrix for a four-level atom:
The significant property of these off-diagonal cofactors is that each transition sequence always begins with the &th level and ends with the jth level. The same is true for an arbitrary ^-level atom. Jefferies (private communication) has shown that the probability of the transition from k to j by all possible paths is
for a four-level atom. Comparison of equations (11) and (12) shows that the cofactor, pi*, is the probability of the transition, k to J, by all paths which exclude redundant transition sequences of the form (pi m pmi) r , where r = 0, 1, 2,.... Because of the equality of cofactors y we conclude quite generally that the probability of the transition froMi any level mi to level j by all non-redundant transition sequences is equal to the probability of the transition from any other level n to level j by all non-redundant transition sequences.
The diagonal cofactors, p jl \ have a quite different form and will permit a slightly different, though compatible, interpretation. The diagonal cofactor for a four-level atom is of the following form:
I pH |=1-p km p mk -pklplk plmprnl -pklplmpmk ~ PkmPmlPlk 7 j, ky ly m = 1, 2y 3y 4, (13) j 9^ k t^I^ m .
We observe that each term, except the 1, may be interpreted as the probability of a sequence of cyclic transitions beginning and ending on the same level but not involving level J. We conclude that the diagonal cofactor, p", is the probability that the electron is not trapped in this set of circular transition sequences which exclude level J, i.e., the probability that the electron makes the transition from m to j by all non-redundant transition sequences.
Qualitatively, the cofactors characterize the rates for transitions into the level concerned. Hence solution (10) divides naturally into two parts-the lifetime, which is a measure of the importance of the transition rates out of the level, and the cofactor, which is a measure of the importance of the transition rates into the level. Finally, we observe that the lifetime, tj, is common to all forms of the solution for level j. We note that in the case of an atomic model with an even number of energy levels the algebraic sign of the cofactors is negative; therefore, the absolute value of the cofactors has been taken in equations (11) The numerator of the source function (18) is the sum of rates out of the lower state, hence it is independent of the index of the upper state. However, before this parametric form of the source function can be used, one must establish the validity of taking ajk as a constant parameter in the solution of the transfer equation.
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